Given a Galois extension we relate subfield subcodes with trace codes showing that a code is invariant under the Galois group if and only if its restriction coincides with the trace code.
Introduction
Given a field extension E/K and a linear code C over E there are at least two constructions starting from C and leading to linear codes over K . One simply considers all elements of C having components in K . This is called the restriction of C to K and will be denoted with Res(C ). It is also known as the subfield subcode of C . The second construction exploits the field trace Tr from E to K . Namely, we first extend Tr from E to E n setting
then define Tr(C ) = {Tr(c): c ∈ C }. This is a linear code defined over K and we call it the trace code associated to C . In [3] Delsarte has shown that these codes are related: the dual of the restriction of C is the trace of the dual code of C (see Theorem 3). We now restrict our attention to Galois extensions E/K . This is of course always the case when dealing with codes defined over finite fields. Let Γ be the Galois group of Res(C ) Tr(C ) always holds. One might wonder whether the inverse inclusion also holds. This is generally false, but we show that the key to equality is related to Γ -invariance. Namely, we show that restriction and trace lead to the same code if and only if the original code is Γ -invariant.
Trace and Galois invariant codes
Given a Galois extension E/K with Galois group Γ , we prove that extension and restriction realize a one-to-one correspondence between K -linear codes and Γ -invariant E-linear codes. 
Theorem 1. Let E/K be a Galois extension with group Γ and C an E-subspace of E n . Then C is Γ -invariant if and only if C = Ext(Res(C )) or, equivalently, if and only if C admits a basis in
Notice that in this example Res(C ) Tr(C ). We prove this is the case if E/K is separable.
Lemma 6. For any separable extension E/K and any E-linear code C
Res(C ) Tr(C ).
Tr(λv) = Tr(λ)v.
Since E/K is separable, there exists α ∈ E such that Tr(α) = 1 (see [4, Corollary 8 .17]). Let v ∈
We prove that if C is a Γ -invariant code then Res(C ) = Tr(C ).
Lemma 7. Let E/K be a Galois extension with group Γ . If C is an E-linear Γ -invariant code, then
Res(C ) = Tr(C ).
Proof. It is enough to prove that Res
We now prove that Γ -invariance is also a necessary condition. We first state an independent result. 
